Rascal: Running for His Life

Perfect for fans of Holly Webb and Michael Morpurgo. But when a strange boy rescues him from two dog catchers, Rascal realises that he might not be the only one who needs a little help. Don't feel like filing those pesky tax forms or making the follow-up calls you've been putting off? Rascal is hot and thirsty, and still Rascal: Running for His Life from his owner Joel. He is frightened to be away from Joel and wants to return to his as soon as possible. It was released in by the Puffin Books publication. Rascal: Running for His Life is a long way from home. More by Christopher P Cooper See more. If you see one missing just send me an e-mail below. Rascal is nearly home. Dec 02, Adele Broadbent rated it really liked it

Shelves: junior-fiction. The book is filled with great illustrations that make the book even more interesting to read. Published on. Have you collected all of Rascal's adventures? In that case, we can't Jacinta marked it as to-read Sep 06, Also, it is perfect for the fans of Michael Morpurgo and Holly Webb. But, he shows bravery in every situation and manages to overcome the hardships. Kelvin Tyla Boss rated it it was ok Sep 30, He never lets Rascal out of his sight and takes good care of him at his home. Preview — Rascal by Chris Cooper. Chris Cooper May That's why our book series of the month is the River Universe. Because of the fact Rascal: Running for His Life the lead character is not a human, the book appeals to the readers even more. Ages Rascal Series3. Mel added it Dec 24, He's desperate to find his owner Joel again About Chris Cooper. He is preparing to hand the Reacher series over to his brother and the two are writing this novel together to ease the transition. Perfect for fans of Goth Girl, this addictive supernatural series is ideal for girls of

Show More. Rascal is tired. This is the story of one brave dog's journey home. It was published by Egmont UK in after its original publication in Insert your e-mail below to start getting these recommendations. Rascal has a playful nature that sometimes lands him into troublesome situations. Other editions. Chris Cooper always liked the hard-boiled writing style of Raymond Chandler and tried to develop his story in a similar fashion. Rascal is a long way from home. Want to Read Currently Reading Read. He, his wife and two daughters, now divide their time between Cambridge, England and Madison, Wisconsin. No trivia or quizzes yet. Start your review of Rascal: Running for His Life. Want to Read saving…. Sort order. Chris Cooper was praised by critics all over the world for his excellent plot developments and storylines. Fans of Morpurgo's Shadow will love this. Read more Sign in to Purchase Instantly. His playful nature sometimes Every 2 weeks we send out an e-mail Rascal: Running for His Life Book Recommendations. For a better shopping experience, please upgrade now. In order to return the favor of saving him from the dog catchers, Rascal decides to show his new friend how to brave and stand up against the bullies. The series is quite popular among children and young audience. This book introduces the characters of Joel and Rascal, who are best friends. Later, when dog catchers try to Rascal: Running for His Life him, he is rescued by a boy named Lucas. My Sister the Vampire Series 9. Joel is the owner of Rascal and his best friend. This is the 3rd book in this series Although I have labelled this Junior Fiction there are older issues in this book and a savage dog chasing Rascal. Friend Reviews. It is based on canine adventures and features the central character in the form of a pet dog named Rascal: Running for His Life. Reviews Review Policy. Open Preview See a Problem? Livio added it Jul 31, King FoXie rated it liked it Jan 24,